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Existing respiratory motion-correction methods are applied only to
static PET imaging. We have previously developed an event-

by-event respiratory motion-correction method with correlations

between internal organ motion and external respiratory signals

(INTEX). This method is uniquely appropriate for dynamic imaging
because it corrects motion for each time point. In this study, we

applied INTEX to human dynamic PET studies with various tracers

and investigated the impact on kinetic parameter estimation.

Methods: The use of 3 tracers—a myocardial perfusion tracer, 82Rb
(n = 7); a pancreatic β-cell tracer, 18F-FP(+)DTBZ (n = 4); and a tumor

hypoxia tracer, 18F-fluoromisonidazole (18F-FMISO) (n = 1)—was in-

vestigated in a study of 12 human subjects. Both rest and stress studies
were performed for 82Rb. The Anzai belt system was used to record

respiratory motion. Three-dimensional internal organ motion in high tem-

poral resolution was calculated by INTEX to guide event-by-event re-

spiratory motion correction of target organs in each dynamic frame.
Time–activity curves of regions of interest drawn based on end-

expiration PET images were obtained. For 82Rb studies, K1 was

obtained with a 1-tissue model using a left-ventricle input function.

Rest–stress myocardial blood flow (MBF) and coronary flow reserve
(CFR) were determined. For 18F-FP(1)DTBZ studies, the total vol-

ume of distribution was estimated with arterial input functions using

the multilinear analysis 1 method. For the 18F-FMISO study, the net

uptake rate Ki was obtained with a 2-tissue irreversible model using
a left-ventricle input function. All parameters were compared with

the values derived without motion correction. Results: With INTEX,

K1 and MBF increased by 10% ± 12% and 15% ± 19%, respec-
tively, for 82Rb stress studies. CFR increased by 19% ± 21%. For

studies with motion amplitudes greater than 8 mm (n 5 3), K1, MBF,

and CFR increased by 20% ± 12%, 30% ± 20%, and 34% ± 23%,

respectively. For 82Rb rest studies, INTEX had minimal effect on
parameter estimation. The total volume of distribution of 18F-

FP(1)DTBZ and Ki of 18F-FMISO increased by 17% ± 6% and

20%, respectively. Conclusion: Respiratory motion can have a

substantial impact on dynamic PET in the thorax and abdomen.
The INTEX method using continuous external motion data sub-

stantially changed parameters in kinetic modeling. More accurate

estimation is expected with INTEX.
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Respiratory motion is a major challenge in PET imaging,
leading to image quality degradation including blurring and contrast

reduction (1), as well as quantitative errors in regional radioactivity

concentration measurements (2), which can lead to inaccuracies in

tumor delineation and errors in clinical diagnoses (3).
In dynamic PET imaging, which aims to extract physiologically

relevant information from multiple time frames instead of 1 static

image, respiratory motion could result in quantitative errors in each

individual time frame. Moreover, irregular breathing patterns and

amplitude variations during the dynamic scan may lead to frame-

dependent motion blurring, further confounding parameter estima-

tion from kinetic modeling.
In cardiac PET, the estimation of coronary flow reserve (CFR)

requires 2 dynamic PET scans, one at rest and the other during phar-

macologic stress. When vasodilators are administered, the patients’

breathing pattern can change substantially. As shown in Figure 1,

the amplitude of respiratory motion during the stress scan is substan-

tially larger than that during the rest scan for the same subject. Differ-

ent amounts of motion blurring occur in association with rest and stress

scans and can lead to errors in myocardial blood flow (MBF) quanti-

fication and confound the assessment of CFR. Therefore, respiratory

motion correction (MC) can be critical for dynamic PET imaging.
Numerous methods have been proposed to compensate for

respiratory motion in static PET imaging (4). With respiratory

motion tracked by external devices or motion information extracted

from data-driven methods, MC is typically conducted by gating

strategies (5), image-based registration (6), or motion-compensated

image reconstruction (7).
Respiratory gating is the most common correction approach in

static PET imaging. However, with gated dynamic imaging, each

reconstructed image has higher image noise as only a small

fraction of counts is allocated to each frame (8). When all of the

detected events are used, registration of dynamic gated images

into motion-compensated dynamic images is challenging especially
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for images of early frames. Those early images between 0 and
3 min may demonstrate rapid changes in the radiotracer dis-
tribution and fewer visible structures. Reliable motion vectors
typically can be estimated only from delayed gated images.
The same challenge holds for motion-compensated image
reconstruction.
We have previously developed an MC method using internal-

external (INTEX) motion correlation (9,10) that is integrated with
a motion-compensation ordered-subsets expectation maximization
list-mode algorithm for resolution-recovery reconstruction (MO-
LAR) (11,12). This method performs continuous respiratory MC
on an event-by-event basis, thus is capable of correcting respira-
tory motion in dynamic imaging. We have applied this approach to
static PET images in previous studies (9,10). In this study, we
applied this INTEX method to 12 dynamic human PET studies
with 3 different tracers and investigated the effects on quantitation
of kinetic parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of INTEX MC

A brief overview of INTEX is given here, although the details of the
methodology have been previously published (9,10). In this method, we

first derived linear correlations between the mean displacements of the
1-dimensional external respiratory trace acquired by the Anzai system

(Anzai Medical) for each gate and the centroid of an internal target
organ (e.g., heart, tumor) derived from gated images in 3 dimensions.

On the basis of the correlations, a continuous internal motion file was

then generated by converting the entire external trace into a 3-dimensional
(3D) transformation matrix with high temporal resolution ($40 Hz) to

guide event-by-event respiratory MC. This is accomplished by rigidly
relocating the line of response of each event in MOLAR reconstruction.

The INTEX approach corrects respiratory motion using all detected
events without increasing image noise. The event-by-event MC can

effectively eliminate intragate motion caused by both intercycle and
intracycle variations and is uniquely capable of correcting frame-

dependent motion for dynamic PET dataset.

Experiments and Data Acquisition

To comprehensively evaluate the proposed INTEX approach for
respiratory MC of dynamic PET images, 12 human subjects were

imaged using 3 different radiotracers with different clinical tasks. All
studies were approved by the Yale University Human Investigation

Committee and Radiation Safety Committee.
Seven healthy subjects were included for cardiac dynamic PET

imaging with 82Rb, with the goal of quantification of MBF and de-
termination of CFR (13). Both rest and regadenoson-induced stress

scans were acquired. Vasodilation was induced with a 0.4-mg dose
of regadenoson, injected over 30 s, approximately 1 min before the
82Rb infusion was initiated using a CardioGen-82 infusion system
(Bracco Diagnostics) with an infusion rate of 50 mL/min. The aver-

age injected 82Rb dose was 670 6 67 MBq. For attenuation correc-
tion, a noncontrast low-dose CT scan was obtained before the rest

PET scan, and another noncontrast CT scan was obtained immedi-
ately after the stress PET scan. List-mode PET data acquired over

the first 4 min after injection were reconstructed and analyzed for

kinetic modeling.
Abdominal PET imaging studies were acquired in 4 subjects

injected with 18F-labeled 9-fluoropropyl-(1)-11C-dihydrotetrabenazine

FIGURE 1. Internal motion displacement of myocardium caused by

respiration for 1 subject during both rest and regadenosine-induced

stress imaging with 82Rb.

TABLE 1
Summary of Subject Demographics and Associated Internal Organ Motion Amplitudes

Subject no. Tracer Sex Age (y) Weight (kg)

Motion amplitude (mm)

(stress–rest for 82Rb) Health status

1 82Rb F 32 63 13.3/5.8 Healthy

2 82Rb M 24 95 12.4/6.9 Healthy

3 82Rb F 32 81 11.3/7.8 Healthy

4 82Rb F 26 53 7.0/4.1 Healthy

5 82Rb M 34 71 6.8/7.0 Healthy

6 82Rb M 31 92 6.2/5.5 Healthy

7 82Rb M 37 65 4.2/4.6 Healthy

8 18F-FP(1)DTBZ M 39 62 12.6 Healthy

9 18F-FP(1)DTBZ M 31 87 10.3 Healthy

10 18F-FP(1)DTBZ M 27 76 9.7 Diabetic patient

11 18F-FP(1)DTBZ M 24 74 7.4 Healthy

12 18F-FMISO M 79 81 5.2 Lung cancer patient
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(18F-FP(1)DTBZ), a radiotracer that binds to the vesicular monoamine

transporter-2 in b-cells in the pancreas (14). These subjects were im-
aged twice over a 240-min period after injection. The first PET scan was

acquired for a 2-h period. After a 30-min break, during which the
subjects rested, a second 90-min scan was acquired. The average

injected dose was 224 6 60 MBq. To provide an input function,
serial arterial blood samples were collected for determination of

metabolites by high-performance liquid chromatography. CT data
were acquired before each PET scan for attenuation correction.

One patient with non–small cell lung cancer underwent PET imag-
ing of the chest after injection of 180 MBq of 18F-fluoromisonidazole

(18F-FMISO), a hypoxia-targeted radiotracer (15). Two PET im-
ages were acquired over 180 min after injection. The first scan

was acquired over 120 min and was followed by a second 30-min
scan after a 30-min break. CT data were acquired before each

PET scan.

Imaging Protocol

All PET data were acquired in list mode on a 3D scanner Biograph

mCT; Siemens) (16). For each subject, the first PET scan began
shortly before the radiotracer injection to capture the early phase of

the tracer kinetics. External respiratory motion was tracked by the
Anzai belt system, which was attached to the patients’ lower abdo-

men. The respiratory trace was first recorded at 40 Hz for subjects
(subjects 4 and 7–12) and then improved to 50 Hz (subjects 1–3 and 5)

after a software upgrade.

INTEX MC for Dynamic PET

3D Internal-External Correlation. The relative amplitude of the
Anzai respiratory waveform was reset at the beginning of each PET scan.

Therefore, internal-to-external correlations were built separately for each
individual PET acquisition in each subject. Taking the 18F-FP(1)DTBZ

PET studies as an example, 2 different correlations were generated. One
correlation was generated for the first 2-h scan and a second for the

follow-up 90-min scan. If the Anzai system was restarted during a scan
for any reason, for example, because of the need to readjust the belt to

accommodate for drift in the breathing pattern, the correlation was also
rebuilt from that time point.

Gated 82Rb PET images were reconstructed from data ac-
quired between 2 and 6 min after injection. For generation of gated
18F-FP(1)DTBZ and 18F-FMISO images, the first 30 min of data of
each PET scan were used. All gated images were reconstructed using

the previously published point-spread function and time-of-flight
ordered-subsets expectation maximization method (17) with 2 itera-

tions and 30 subsets using 2 · 2 · 2 mm voxels. For every gated PET
image of the same subject, the matched CT image was used for atten-

uation correction, as explained in the next section.

Using a previously reported level-set method (18) to segment target
organs (subjects 1–7, myocardium; subjects 8–11, pancreas; subject

12, tumor in lung) from gated images, we established linear corre-
lations between internal organ motion and measured external motion

as described above. The correlations extracted from each scan were
then applied to each list-mode file. A pilot study (described in the

supplemental data [available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org]) indi-
cated that the difference in the impact of correlation changes for

INTEX within 1 scan was small, though additional investigations may
be warranted.

The internal motion amplitudes of the target organ were also
determined by calculating the difference in the center of mass of

the organs obtained from the end-inspiration and end-expiration
images.

Matched Attenuation Correction. All CT attenuation images were
acquired during an end-expiration breath hold. For MC, the reference

PET frame was also chosen at the end-expiration phase to match with

the attenuation-correction scans. Specifically, because each line of
response is repositioned to the location at end-expiration during

list-mode reconstruction, the matched attenuation correction will be
achieved for all events. Manual rigid registration was performed

between end-expiration gated PET and attenuation-correction CT
images if residual mismatch was observed.

Dynamic PET Data Generation. Thirty-two dynamic 82Rb frames
(3 s · 20, 10 s · 6, 20 s · 6), 49 18F-FP(1)DTBZ frames (30 s · 6,

1 min · 3, 2 min · 2, 5 min · 38), and 39 FMISO frames (30 s · 6,
1 min · 3, 2 min · 2, 5 min · 28) were reconstructed for each subject.

All dynamic images with and without INTEX MC were recon-
structed by MOLAR with 2 iterations and 30 subsets using 2 · 2 ·
2 mm voxels. Corrections for attenuation, scatter, random, and nor-
malization were included in the reconstruction.

Three-dimensional regions of interest (ROIs) were defined from
end-expiration PET images on the basis of the level-set segmentation.

ROIs were also eroded slice by slice manually to the central part of
target organ to minimize partial-volume effects. Time–activity curves

of the target organ and left ventricle were then obtained.

FIGURE 2. Images reconstructed without and with INTEX MC. (A)

Images in sagittal view from 2- to 6-min frames for 82Rb subject 1 stress

study. (B) Images in sagittal view from 2- to 6-min frames for 82Rb

subject 1 rest study. (C) Images in coronal view from 150- to 155-min

frames for subject 8 18F-FP(1)DTBZ study. (D) Images in coronal view

from 150- to 155-min frames for subject 12 18F-FMISO study. Images in

each row are displayed on same scale.
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For 82Rb studies, K1 values were obtained with a 1-tissue model

using a left-ventricle image-derived input function fitted to a
3-parameter model. Rest–stress global MBF and CFR were calcu-

lated on the basis of a previously published 82Rb extraction func-
tion equation (13).

K1 5
�
1 2 0:77 · e20:63=MBF

�
· MBF: Eq. 1

CFR 5
MBFstress
MBFrest

: Eq. 2

The total volume of distribution (VT) of the pancreas was estimated

with the arterial input function by the multilinear analysis 1 method
for 18F-FP(1)DTBZ data (19).

A 2-tissue irreversible model was used for 18F-FMISO with an
input function derived from a left-ventricle ROI analysis to estimate

the net uptake rate Ki from K1k3/(k2 1 k3) (20).
Statistical Analysis. Percentage differences of the estimated param-

eters (K1, VT, and Ki for the 3 radiotracers) between data with no MC

(NMC) and with MC were calculated as:

Percentage_difference 5

�
PMC

PNMC
2 1

�
· 100%: Eq. 3

P 5 K1 for subjects 1–7, P 5 VT for subjects 8–11, and P 5 Ki for
subject 12.

The K1, VT, and Ki of all 12 subjects of both NMC and MC analyses
were compared using nonparametric paired sign test, an alternative to

the paired t test appropriate for non-gaussian data.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the demographic information from the subjects
in this study. In addition, average respiratory motion amplitudes
for the heart, pancreas, and lung tumor (Table 1) were 8.7 6
3.3 mm (stress)/6.0 6 1.2 mm (rest), 9.9 6 2.1 mm, and

5.2 mm, respectively. If multiple scans were obtained for the
same subject, the average motion amplitudes across all scans
are shown in the table.
Figure 2 shows representative static images of 82Rb (2–6 min),

18F-FP(1)DTBZ (150–155 min), and 18F-FMISO (150–155 min)
without and with INTEX MC. MC visually reduced the respiratory
blurring and radiotracer cross-talk in the areas indicated by the
arrows. For the 82Rb study, MC resulted in a greater reduction in
blurring in the stress scan than in the rest scan.
Figure 3 shows sample time–activity curves of myocardium and

left-ventricle blood pool for both MC and NMC analyses in 2
stress 82Rb studies. For a subject (subject 1 in Table 1) with a
motion amplitude of 13.3 mm, INTEX changed the shape and

FIGURE 3. Time–activity curves of myocardium and blood pool of left ventricle for both MC and NMC analyses of subject 1 stress studies (motion

amplitude, 13.3 mm) (A) and subject 7 stress studies (motion amplitude, 4.2 mm) (B). Data with MC are displayed in red and data without MC are in

black. Triangles and solid line represent activity in myocardium and blood pool, respectively. Dashed line shows myocardial 1-tissue (1T) fitting result.

TABLE 2
K1 Values for Stress and Rest Studies for Cardiac Subjects
Without and With MC As Well As Percentage Difference of

K1 Between MC and NMC

Subject
no.

Motion
amplitude

(mm)

K1

(mL/min/g) Percentage

differenceNMC MC

Stress Rest Stress Rest Stress Rest Stress Rest

1 13.3 5.8 1.17 0.73 1.61 0.71 38% −4%

2 12.4 6.9 1.68 0.56 1.92 0.57 14% 0%

3 11.3 7.8 1.40 0.80 1.53 0.77 10% −4%

4 7.0 4.1 1.33 0.75 1.37 0.76 3% 2%

5 6.8 7.0 1.08 0.62 1.14 0.59 5% −4%

6 6.2 5.5 0.94 0.57 0.96 0.54 2% −6%

7 4.2 4.6 1.24 0.50 1.22 0.51 −1% 1%

Average 8.7 6.0 1.26 0.65 1.39 0.63 10% −2%
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values of both tissue and blood-pool time–activity curves (Fig. 3A),
specifically increasing the later tissue values and decreasing the late

blood-pool data. For another subject (subject 7 in Table 1) with a

small motion amplitude (4.2 mm), the time–activity curve of NMC

and MC nearly overlapped.
As shown in Table 2, overall, K1 increased by 10% 6 12% for

stress studies with INTEX. For the subjects (subjects 1–3) with a

motion amplitude greater than 8 mm, K1 increased by 20% 6
12%. For rest studies with smaller motion amplitudes, INTEX

MC had minimal effect on K1 estimation.
Table 3 summarizes the MBF and CFR values (Eqs. 1 and 2)

and the changes in these values after MC was applied. MBF

increased by 15% 6 19% for stress studies with INTEX. For

the studies with motion amplitudes greater than 8 mm, MBF

increased by 30% 6 20%.
CFR increased by 19% 6 21% after MC on average. For sub-

jects 4–7 with motion amplitudes less than 8 mm in both stress and

rest studies, the increase on CFR was only 7% 6 9% with MC,

whereas for subjects with motion amplitudes greater than 8 mm,

the increase was 34%6 23% on average, with a maximum change

of 66%.
Figure 4 shows the time–activity curves for 18F-FP(1)DTBZ

subject 8. MC resulted in a higher uptake in the pancreatic

time–activity curve. As shown in Table 4, with INTEX MC,

VT for 18F-FP(1)DTBZ increased by 17% 6 6%. The standard

errors of VT, as calculated from the theoretic parameter covari-

ance matrix, were reduced by 28% 6 33% on average.
Figure 5 shows time–activity curves of the lung tumor in the

18F-FMISO study. Internal motion amplitude averaged for

every minute over the entire scan duration is also displayed. In

the second scan, the average motion amplitude changed from 3.9

(0–120 min) to 6.5 mm (150–180 min), leading to larger increase

of time–activity curve values with MC. With INTEX correction,

Ki for 18F-FMISO increased by 20% and the SE of Ki was re-

duced by 10%.
Figure 6 plots the percentage difference of K1 for 82Rb, VT for

18F-FP(1)DTBZ, and Ki for 18F-FMISO in each study between

the NMC and MC analysis as a function of internal motion

amplitudes. A clear trend can be observed that larger respiratory

motion amplitude leads to larger differences in parameter esti-
mates between MC and NMC analyses. The P value of non-
parametric alternative to the paired sample t test between the
NMC and MC groups of kinetic parameters (VT, Ki, K1) was
0.0076, indicating that MC produced a significant increase in
kinetic parameter estimates, consistent with less motion-induced
blurring.

DISCUSSION

Respiratory motion is an important source of error in PET images.
The INTEX method is capable of correcting respiratory motion for
dynamic PET, whereas existing MC methods typically are applied

TABLE 3
MBF of Both Stress and Rest Studies and CRF for 7 Cardiac Subjects Without and With MC As Well As Percentage

Difference of MBF and CFR Between MC and NMC

MBF (mL/min/g) Percentage

difference of

MBF CFR
Percentage difference

of CFR

NMC MC

Subject no. Stress Rest Stress Rest Stress Rest NMC MC

1 3.17 1.46 5.02 1.39 58% −5% 2.17 3.61 66%

2 5.31 0.91 6.34 0.94 19% 3% 5.84 6.74 16%

3 4.13 1.71 4.68 1.60 13% −6% 2.42 2.93 21%

4 3.84 1.53 4.00 1.56 4% 2% 2.51 2.56 2%

5 2.81 1.09 3.05 1.00 9% −8% 2.58 3.05 18%

6 2.25 0.94 2.32 0.86 3% −9% 2.39 2.70 13%

7 3.46 0.77 3.38 0.80 −2% 4% 4.49 4.23 −6%

Average 3.57 1.20 4.11 1.16 15% −3% 3.20 3.69 19%

FIGURE 4. Time–activity curves of pancreas for both MC and NMC

analyses of subject 8. Data with MC are displayed in red, and data

without MC are in black. Symbols show ROI values, and solid lines give

multilinear analysis 1 (MA1) fitting results (t* 5 20 min).
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only to static PET images. Our results demonstrate that respira-
tory motion can lead to a significant underestimation of kinetic
parameters and INTEX MC can significantly improve the param-
eter estimation.
In long dynamic PET acquisitions, subjects are more likely to

have changes in their breathing pattern and amplitude, introducing
time-dependent blurring effects that can further confound the
parameter estimation. For example, in the 18F-FMISO study (Fig.
5), the average motion amplitude of the lung tumor changed from
3.9 to 6.5 mm, which led to a greater increase in the values from
the tumor time–activity curve in the second scan (150–180 min),
resulting in an overall change in shape of the time–activity curve
with MC. These results indicated that INTEX MC could be par-
ticularly helpful for long dynamic PET studies when subjects
demonstrate variation in their breathing pattern.
Body motion is another factor that can substantially affect

quantification of dynamic images. In our study, the ROIs were
manually repositioned in both NMC and MC analyses for dynamic

frames, in which a visible mismatch was detected to compensate for
body motion.
In 82Rb cardiac studies, the responses to regadenoson varied

among study subjects. Motion amplitudes increased from the rest
to stress studies for subjects 1–3 by 90%. However, for subjects
4–7, the motion amplitude increase was only 18% on average.
The individual motion amplitude differences in response to the
vasodilators can confound CFR quantification. For subjects 1–3
with significant respiratory motion, the increase of CFR was 34%
on average with MC, and for subjects 4–7 with minimal respi-
ratory motion, the increase was only 7%. The full impact of the
changes in a patient’s breathing pattern and the benefit of respi-
ratory MC require further investigation, including the evalua-
tion of other pharmacologic stressors currently used in clinical
practice.
Compared with PET imaging studies using 18F-labeled radio-

tracers, cardiac 82Rb PET studies have relatively poorer resolution
due to a large positron range of 82Rb. MC generally did not seem
to substantially change K1 and MBF for resting scans. However, for
stress scans these changes were substantial, particularly for subjects
with motion amplitudes larger than 8 mm. These results indicated

TABLE 4
VT and Ki Values and SD for 18F-FP(1)DTBZ and FMISO Subjects, Respectively, As Well As Percentage Difference

Comparing MC with NMC

Subject no.

Motion amplitude

(mm) NMC, VT MC, VT NMC, Ki MC, Ki Percentage difference

8 12.6 76.7 ± 4.0 94.8 ± 3.7 24%

9 10.3 159.0 ± 12.7 187.5 ± 11.2 18%

10 9.7 91.5 ± 6.8 97.4 ± 1.6 6%

11 7.4 218.9 ± 5.1 259.1 ± 6.9 18%

Average 9.9 136.5 159.7 17%

12 5.2 0.0045 ± 0.0011 0.0054 ± 0.0010 20%

FIGURE 5. Time–activity curves of tumor in lung for both MC and NMC

analyses of subject 12. Data with MC are displayed in red, and data

without MC are in black. Triangles indicate activity in tumor for each

dynamic frame. Solid lines show 2-tissue irreversible (2Ti) fitting results.

Blue solid line shows respiratory motion amplitude averaged over 1-min

intervals calculated from Anzai traces and internal-external correlation.

FIGURE 6. Percentage difference in K1 for 82Rb (black square for rest

studies and red circle for stress studies), VT for 18F-FP(1)DTBZ (blue

triangle), and Ki for 18F-FMISO (pink triangle) for all 12 subjects between

MC and NMC analyses related to motion amplitude of each subject.
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that MC is essential for subjects with motion amplitudes greater
than 8 mm in 82Rb cardiac PET studies. In the 18F-FP(1)DTBZ
and 18F-FMISO studies, MC led to substantially increased pa-
rameters (VT and Ki) for all subjects, indicating the importance of
MC in the thorax and abdomen for 18F-labeled tracers that dem-
onstrate better resolution.
One limitation of this study is that no true gold standard

parameters were available for validation of the benefit of MC. That
being said, considering that uncorrected motion introduces blurring,
an increase of radiotracer concentration and alterations in the
kinetic parameters (K1, VT, Ki) shown in this study indicates that our
proposed MC should provide more accurate parameter estimation.
Specifically, because the kinetic parameters all are reflective of the
scale of uptake, reductions in absolute levels in the time–activity
curves due to uncorrected motion would reduce these kinetic
parameters. This same effect was further investigated and con-
firmed by simulation studies provided in the supplemental data.
The INTEX/MOLAR approach used in this study is an event-

by-event respiratory MC method that rigidly relocates the line of
response of each event in a list-mode image reconstruction frame-
work. However, more complex deformation of target organs with
larger size will not be fully corrected by a rigid MC method.
Specifically, other tissues or organs with different motion ampli-
tudes and patterns may be blurred by rigid MC. We have developed
a nonrigid event-by-event MC method for PET with motion-
dependent point-spread function (21), which more accurately com-
pensates for nonrigid motion. Further investigations are needed to
apply this nonrigid INTEX method to dynamic studies.

CONCLUSION

Respiratory motion can substantially affect parameter estima-
tion in dynamic PET imaging. The INTEX respiratory MC method
using continuous external motion signals was shown to sub-
stantially change the estimated parameters from dynamic PET of
3 radiotracers with different clinical tasks. More accurate
parameter estimation is expected with INTEX MC. Correction
for respiratory motion is important for accurate quantification for
dynamic PET, particularly for subjects with larger motion
amplitudes.
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